
 

Chigoli Partnerships 

Transport Partner 

Referred to as:  Transport Partner  

Duration:  On-going value and mobile marketing 

$ (USD):  $10,000  

Transport Partner: 

Chigoli is looking to acquire three, 18 seater minibuses to enable 

efficient travel times for its players and to cut vehicle hiring costs. 

There are three of these sponsorship opportunities available. Chigoli 

is looking for a used, but in mechanically good condition vehicle such 

as a Nissan Caravan (photo right) which would be jointly branded 

featuring Chigoli and your organization. 

Key Benefits to Transport Partner: 

- Mobile marketing in form of Transport Partner/Chigoli 

branded mini bus that travels in and out of numerous densely populated areas a minimum of 6 times a 

week, often at peak times. 

- Referred to as ‘Transport Partner’ in all relevant areas of Chigoli marketing and promotional materials. 

- Logo on Homepage and ‘Our Partners’ webpage - www.chigoli.org  

- Brand association with Chigoli and other partners. 

- Access to promote and brand Chigoli community events. 

- Regular social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram) coverage. 

- Initial press release, plus one press release a year regarding partnership impact. Distributed to Chigoli media 

list (and for Transport Partner to distribute as you wish). 

- Feature in Chigoli newsletters (Dedicated newsletter to announce partnership, then annual feature). 

- Packaging opportunities – Chigoli is happy for its logo and partnership to be featured on Transport Partner 

packaging which would visibly showcase the support of both grass roots football and talent development in 

Malawi for children across the country. This would also be a differentiator for your product improving brand 

loyalty. 

Key Benefits to Chigoli: 

- Reduced travel time for players. 

- Reduced cost base for transport for Chigoli.  

- Enables more frequent training sessions and other opportunities as travel costs become more manageable. 

Costs: $10,000 USD per branded bus 

 

 

http://www.chigoli.org/

